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Szilard Languages of IO-Grammars 
J. DUSKE, R.  PARCHIVIANN, AND J. SPECttT 
Institute fiir Informatik, Technisehe Universitd't Hannover, 
D-3000 Hannover 1, West Germany 
In  this paper we investigate Szilard languages of IO-grammars .  First we 
show, similar to the proof in Moriya [Information and Control 22 (1973), 
139-162], that these languages are context-sensitive. It is known that there are 
context-free languages L such that no context-free grammar  for L has a context- 
free Szilard language. Since a context-free language L is also an IO- language 
the quest ion arises if there exists an IO-grammar  for L with a context-free 
Szilard language. 
To  solve this problem we first provide an algorithm which transforms an 
IO-grammar  into a simple normal  form. Then  it is possible to construct a 
context-free grammar  generating the Szilard language of the normal  form 
IO-grammar.  Hence every IO- language has an IO-grammar  with a context-free 
Szilard language. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Szilard languages of phrase-structure grammars are investigated in the 
literature as a measure of derivational complexity of grammars (Moriya, 1973). 
In this paper we study the Szilard languages of IO-grammars, a type of grammar, 
which is an extension of context-free grammars but not a phrase-structure 
grammar. 
For the notion of a macro grammar with inside-out mode of derivation, 
[O-grammar for short, and related concepts ee Duske et al. (1977) or Fischer 
(1968). Let GM = (Z, ~ ,  ~F', p, S , /7 )  be an IO-grammar, where/7 = (Tr I ,..., 7r,~} 
is the set of productions. A termF(a~ ,..., %(F)) w i thF  e ~' ,  el terms over Z, o~, p 
for i e [1 : p(F)] is called a macro, and the ai's are called arguments of the macro. 
In contrast o the convention in Fischer (1968), 0-ary macros, i.e. macros with 
p(F) = 0, are written in the form F( ) .  
I f  a macro F(cr~ .... , %(~)) is a subterm of a term q~, it is called macro in 4. 
A macro F (a  1 ,..., %@)) in ~ with a i c Z* for i ~ [1 : p(F)] is called applicable. 
Let ~ and 4' be terms over Z, ~ ' ,  p. 4' is directly derivable from ~ with respect 
to GM iff there is an applicable macro F(a~ .... , %(F)) in ~ and a production 
7r~ : F(x~ ,..., xp(e)) --+ 0 i n /7  such that 4' is obtained from ~ by application of 
7r 3 . This is written as ~ ~=~ 4'- 
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let GM = (Z', ~-, $/-, p, S, H)  be an IO-grammar. For 
every ~r E H*  a relation ~ on the set of terms over X, ~' ,  p is defined as follows: 
(1) Let e ~/-/* be the empty word. Then ~ ~e ~' iff ~ = ~'. 
(2) Let ~r ~ H*  and ~r i ~ H. Then ¢ =>~ ¢' iff there is a ¢" with ¢ ~ ¢" 
¢,, ~ ,¢ , .  
We will write ¢ *~ ¢' iff there is a zr e H*  with ¢ ~ ~ ¢'. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let GM = (X, ~ ,  ¢/', p, S, 11) be an IO-grammar. Then 
Sz(GM) = {,~ ] S( ) ~-  w, w e 2:*, ,~ e H*} is called the Szilard language 
orgy .  
For an IO-grammar GM a homomorphism ~: (27 u ~,~ t3 ¢/" u {( , ), , })* 
(~-u  {[ , ]})* is defined by 
l !  if X=(  ¢(X) =  = ) 
if XEo~ 
otherwise 
and a homomorphism h: (X U f f  U $/~ u {( , ), [ , ], , })* ---> o~* is defined by 
,X if X~ ~" 
h(X) 
te  otherwise. 
The following two lemmas are given without proof. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let GM = (Z, -~', ¢/~, p, S, H)  be an [O-grammar and 
¢ = ~tF(al ,..., %(F)) ~2 with F e ~ and a~ e Z* for i e [1: p(F)] a term over 
Z, ~ ,  p. Then ¢(¢) = ¢($a)F[ ] ¢($e) with h(~,) = h(¢(~i)) for i = 1, 2 holds. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let GM = (2:, ~', ¢/~, p, S, 1-I) be an TO-grammar and ¢ a 
term over Z, ~ ,  p. I f  ~b(¢) = ~hG[ ] % with G ~ ~ holds, then ¢ has the form 
¢ = ~lG(O'l .... , %(G)) ~2 with ai e Z* for i e [1: p(G)] and h(~?i ) = h(~i) for 
i=  1,2. 
2. SZILARD LANGUAGES OF IO-GRAMMARS ARE CONTEXT-SENSITIVE 
Let GM = (X, ~-, ~K', p, S , /7 )  be an IO-grammar with /7 = {% ,..., 7r,~}. 
We now specify a context-sensitive grammar Gcs = (A r, T, S', P), called the 
associated context-sensitive grammar of GM • N and T are the following disjoint 
unions: 
N = ~U(Fa  IF~-}  u (c=, j i~[1  : n l} u {g=, 1 i~[1  :n  l} 
u(L ,R ,  ~ ,D,D ' ,S ' , [  , ]} and 
T = n u {d). 
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P consists of the following productions: 
(1) S '~LS[ ]TR  
(2) I f  ~i is the production F(x  1,..., Xo(F) --+ 0 i in GM,  then F[~] 
C~FaD'D' is inP  for all i c [1: n]. 
(2a) [T -~ ~[ 
F~ --+ ~F for all F t o~ 
(3) [c,, --+ c~[ 
]% ~ %] 
Fc~ --+ c~F for all i t  [1: n] andFt .~-  
(4) L% ~ ~Le~ for all i t [1: ~] 
(5) e,~,[ ~ Eel, 
~F-~F(~ for all i t  [1: n] andFt~"  
(6) D[ -+ [D 
D] -~ ]D 
DF- - -~FD for a l l F t~-  
(7) DDDDR --~ TRddd 
(8) I f  7r i is the production F(x  1 ,..., xp(F)  --~ 0 i in GM,  then e~ Fo, --~ 
~(Oi) D 'D '  is in P for all i t [1 : n]. 
(8a) D'D 'D 'D '  -~  DDDD 
(9) L~(R- -~ddd 
Clearly Gcs is context-sensitive. The construction of Gcs for GM is analog 
to the construction of a context-sensitive grammar for a phrase-structure 
grammar in Moriya (1973). 
Le tS '=~LS[  ] T R ~- u o ~ u l ~ u 2 ~ ... ~ u~ = w wi th  w e T*  
be a derivation according to Gcs . Let J0 <./'1 < "" < jk be 
exactly those indices, such that uj~ has the form 
~rLutR8 with ~r tH* ,  3 td* ,  u t (~ 'U( [ ,  ]})*. 
(2.1) 
Obviously j0 = 0 holds. 
Now let uj~, i E [0: k], be given. There are two cases to consider: 
(a) u = e. We can only apply production (9) to uj~, i.e. uj, *~ (9) 7r dZ3 = w. 
Thus i = k and jk = m --  1 holds. 
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(b) u :/: e. First, only productions of type (2a) are applied, until a word 
of the form 
• rLvlF[T ] %R8 with vx, v 2 e (~- U ([ , ]})* 
is derived. Then a production of type (2) is applied: 
(I~) uj~ *~(~) ~LvlF[~ ] v2R3 = u~,+, 1
(IIi) usa+n1 ~(2) ~LvlGF,D'D'v2R8 
Now only productions of type (3) may be applied: 
(IIIi) uJ~+-l+l ~ (a ~rLc%vlF~D'D'vzR8 = u~+% 
In this situation only a production of type (4) is applicable: 
(IV/) u~+% ~(4) ~r%Lg%vlF~D'D' v2R8 . 
By means of productions of type (5) the g% can be shifted to the left of f  a : 
(Vi) uJ~+%+l ~ (5) 7r~rqLvlg%F~D'D'v2R3 : u~+% 
Now only a production of type (8) is applicable. Then production (8a) is applied: 
(VI~) uj~+% ~(s) ~r%Lv~¢(6)q) D 'n 'n 'n 'v2R3 
(VIii) u¢~+%+1 ~(s~) ~%Lvl¢(6)q) DDDDv2R8 = uJi+ % 
By application of productions: of type (6) the D's are shifted to the right: 
(VIII~) uj~+% ~(6)~r%Lv~¢(Oq)v~DDDDR8 ---- u~+% 
Application of production (7) yields: 
(~x~) u~+% ~(~) ~Lv~¢(0~) v~ T R d~a = uj~+~ 
LEMMA 2.1. Let the situation of (2.1) be given. I f  uj~ -~ ~rLu ~ R3 with 
= ~r~r~ "" ~r~ holds, then we have: 
(1) t = q 
t t (2) [n step (II~_x) the production Eli'] G~FaD n and in step (VI~_i) 
the production g.,F~ ~ ¢(O~) n 'n '  have been applied for i ~ [1: t]. 
(3) 8 a d* with l ~ l = 3q. 
Proof. For q = 0 we have uj0 = LS[ ] T R and the assertions are true. 
If the assertions hold for q -- 1 then u~_l is of the form u~._~ = ~'Lu' ~ R3' 
with ~r' = ~f f~ "" ~_~ and [ 3' ] = 3(q -- 1). 
u 6 is derived by application of productions according to (I~_~) -- (IXq_0, 
hence the assertions are true for q. Especially u~o = ~r~r~ "'" ~r~L ~ Rd a~ 
holds, and we have w = ~r~  .-. ~r%d a~+~) with k ) 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let GM -~ (27, o ~,  ~f', p, S, 17) be an [O-grammar and Gcs 
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the associated context-sensitive grammar. Let situation (2.1) be given with 
• " ~r d ~(~+~) Then there exists a derivation according to GM of the W ~ 7/'~,I'W~, 2 rl e . 
form 
7r r ~rrl "ar2 ~rrk--1 k 
¢0 = s(  ) ~ ¢~ ~ ... ~ ¢~_~ ~ ¢~, 
with ¢~ ~ X*. 
Proof. First it will be shown: There are terms ¢0 ..... ¢~ over Z', ,~-, p suctl 
that for q ~ [0: k] with uy~ = ~r~r~ "" ~r~Lu(~) ~Rd ~q there exists a derivatioll 
according to G~ of the form 
~fl 7rr2 ~rq 
4o = S( ) ~4 i  ~ "" ~¢a with ¢(¢q) =u (q). 
For q=0 we have q~o :S (  ) and u~o =LS[  ]TR  ~L¢(¢o  )TR.  Assume 
¢o ,..., ¢q have just been defined and assume that 
ujq = ~rr "" 7r~q L¢(¢q) ]' Rd sq 
and 
Ujq+l ~ 7rrl "'" 7rrqTrrq+l LU (q+l) ~ Rd  3(q+l) 
and ~+~ is the production F(x  1 .... , Xo(F) --+ Oq+ 1 . In the derivatmn u~. ~ uj~+~ 
the productions F[T] - -%~+P~D'D'  and e.~ +f~- - ,  ¢(0~+~)D'D' have been 
applied according to Lemma 2.1. Thus, ~h(¢q) q = wF[  ] '12 and by Lemma 1.2 
q~q = se~F(al ,-.., %(F)) ~:2 with a ie  Z'* for i e [1: p(F)] and ¢(~:i) = ~/i for i = 1, 2 
holds. Hence, F(a 1 ,..., ao(F)) is an applicable macro in Cq. The application of 
%.+~ yields a term ~q+l ~ ~10q+1~:2, where (~q+l is obtained by substitution of 
x~ by a~ in Oq+ 1 for i e [1 : p(F)], u (q+l) has the form ~h¢(Oq+~) % --  ~h¢(~q+l) ~?2 = 
¢(¢~+1). 
In particular uj~ = ~r h "." 7r~.L T Rd~,  i.e. ¢(¢~) = e, holds, thus ¢~ ~ Z*. 
Conversely we have: 
~r 7r?, THEOREM 2.2. Let 6o = S( ) ~r~ 61 ~ ~ "'" ~ 7~-~ ¢7~-1 ~r~: Ck be a deri- 
vation according to G M with Ck ~ Z*. Then there exists a derivation 
S '  *LS[  ] ?R  = Uo ~ ul ~ "'" ~ um = w 
according to Gcs with w = rr% "'" rrrJ3(k+ i). 
Pro@ First it will be shown: For q~[0 :k ]  there is a derivation 
S' ~ LS[  ] ~ R = ujo *~ ug 1 ~ ... *~ uj~ according to Gcs with 
uj~ = ~rrl "" ~rrq L¢(¢q) ~' Rd ~q. 
For q = 0 we have L~b(¢0) T R = LS[  ] ~ R : u3o. Let u3- ~ : 7r~, "- rr~L¢(¢q) T
Rd ~q and let rr,%+l be the production F(x  1 .... , Xo(F)) -+ Oq+j . 
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Cq = ~aF((rl, ..., ao(r)) ~2 with o i ~ 27" for i ~ [1: p(F)] and ¢q+1 = ~l~q+t~2 
holds, where Oq+l has the form specified in the proof of Theorem 2.1. According 
to Lemma 1.1 we have ¢(¢q) = ~71F[ ] ~/2 with ~7i ---- ~b(~i) for i ---- 1, 2. Hence 
we have 
rr, l ... 7r,. L~hF['~] ~12Rd 3q. Ujq (2a) 
Application of F[T]----> c~,. F,~D'D' necessarily leads to an application of 
c-~%+Fa ---> ¢(0q+1) D'D' wl~i~ch finally yields an uj¢+, of the form ~rq "'" 7r%+~ 
L~b(Oq+l) ~ T Rd~(a+l) with 
¢(¢o+1) = ~1¢(oo+~)  = ~1¢(o~+1) ~ 
From u~ = rrr, "'" rr~.L~b(¢~)  Rd 31~ and ¢(¢~) = e the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let G M = (~, ~,  7[/', p, S, I I )  be an IO-grammar. Then 
Sz( Gm) is context-sensitive. 
Proof. Consider the homomorphismf:  (17 u {d})* --*/7* with 
f(a) = l: 
if a6 /7  
if a = d 
We have SZ(GM)=f(L(Gcs)) ,  and for all w6L(Gcs ) the following holds: 
7 If(w)] >~ I w I. Thus,  Sz(G~) is context-sensitive ( f. Ginsburg and Greibach, 
1966). 
3. L-NORMAL FORM FOR IO-GRAMMARS 
First some notations will be defined. Let GM ----(Z', ~ ' ,  $#, p, S , /7)  be an 
IO-grammar and ¢ a term over 27, ~ ' ,  p. An applicable macro F(a  1 ,..., ao(F) 
in ¢ is called leftmost applicable macro or LA-macro for short if no applicable 
macro in ¢ occurs to the left of it. The notations "directly left derivable" or 
"L-derivable" and "left derivation" are defined in an obvious way. We write 
¢~* ~ ¢' if ¢ ' i s  derivable from ¢ by application of ~r i to the leftmost applicable 
macro in ¢. The relation "~:>" for all ~r ~ H*  is analogue to the relation "~=" .  
We write ¢ *=~ ¢ ' i f  there is a 7r~H* with ¢ ~ ¢'. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let GM = (Z, ~', 3e', p, S, 11) be an IO-grammar. Then 
SZL(GM) -~ {~r [ S( ) ~ => w, w ~ Z*, rr ~ H*} is called leftmost Szilard language 
of GM. 
In the following the notation of "L-normal form" for IO-grammars will be 
defined. Then we will show that every derivation according to an IO-grammar 
in L-normal form is a left derivation. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. An IO-grammar GM = (Z, ~,W, y',  p, S, H)  is called an 
IO-grammar in L-normal form, if for all 7r ~ H the following holds: 
~r is either of the form 
(A) F(x I .... , xo(p)) --~ G(xl ,..., xo(~) , H(gl ,-.., %(H))) with xi E SP for 
i e [1: p(F)] and a ie  (Z U ~')*  for i e [1: p(H)] or 
(B) F(xm ..... xo(v) --~ t with x~e~ for i e [ l :p (F ) ]  and te (Zk2  
{X 1 ,,-,, Xo(F)}) g. 
THEOREM 3.i. Let GM = (X, Y ,  SP, p, S, 11) be an lO-grammar in L-normal 
form. I f  S( ) ~ v holds with 7re H* and v 6 Z*, then v has the form 
~F(r 1,...,'ro(~)) ~' with F ~ o~, r i ~ z*  for i ~ [l: p(F)], ~'e0}* ,  and 
-~- F I (WlF2(w 2 "'" Fk(w~ with Fj e ~', wj ~ (Z ~3 {, })* for j ~ [1 : k] and k >~ O. 
Proof. The assertion holds for I~r ]= 0. Now, assume the induction 
hypothesis i true for all S( ) =>~ v with l 7r [ ~ m. Let rr' = ~rTrk with 1 ~r l = m 
and ~re e 11. I f  S( ) =>~ v, v ~ 27* holds, then there exists a v' with S( ) ~= 
v' ~-k v and v' = ~F(r 1 ,..., %(F)) ~'. 
(1) Let % be of the form (A), then 
V -~- ~G(r  I ,..., to(F) , H(g'~ ,..., e'~(n))) ~', 
where a~ is obtained by substitution of x~ by r~ in a~ for i e [ l :p (H) ]  
and j  e [1: p(F)]. 
(2) Let =~ be of the form (B), then 
v = ~y~:' with y e 2J* and ~ =/= e (for otherwise ~' = e and v E 27*). 
Hence k > 0 and v = ~F,(w,~,) ~" with ~" e 0}* and ~ = F~(w~ ... Fk_,(w~_~. 
Since v is a term over 27, ~,  p, we have 
F~(w~y) = F~(~ ,..., ~o(~9) with ~i e 27*. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let G M be an IO-grammar in L-normal form. Then every 
sentential form according to GM has at most one applicable macro, and every 
derivation according to GM is a left derivation. 
Let GM = (Z, ~ ,  $/', p, S, H)  be an IO-grammar. A term F(g~ ,..., %(~)) 
over 2J ~3 $/', ~' ,  p is called a $/'-macro. A SP-macro F(g~ ,..., %(F)) with 
gi e (27 k) ~)*  is called applicable 7F-macro. Let ¢ be term over 27 ~ oK', o ~,  p. 
An applicable ~/'-macro F(g  1 . . . . .  go(v)) in ~ is called leftmost applicable 7Y'-macro 
in q~, if no applicable ~¢'-macro occurs to the left of it. 
Remark. Let q~ = ~lF(% .... ,ao(e))~ be a term over 27w~,o  ~,p  and 
y q~ 27 t3 $/" k3 ~' ,  then ¢' = 6:~ y~, is a term over 27 k3 ($/" u { y}), ~ ,  p. Given 
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an IO-grammar GM, the following algorithm constructs an IO-grammar 
G~ in L-normal form, and L(GM) = L(Gfu ) will be shown. 
Algorithm 3.1. 
Input. An IO-grammar GM = (Z, ~ ,  ~k ~, p, S, H)  with H = {7 h .... , ~r~} 
and~{x 1 .... ,xk}. 
Output. An IO-grammar G~u in L-normal form with L(GM) = L(G'M). 
Method. A sequence G(1.m,..., Ga,~ ) = G(2.°),..., G~2,~2),..., G~ .. . .  ) of IO- 
grammars with ri >~ 0 for i E [1 : n] and G (i.t) -~ (Z, ~t ,  ~ ,  pfl, S, Hit ) will 
be constructed. 
(1) Let r be the maximal number of occurrences of ~/'-macros in the right 
sides of productions of H. Set $7 = {xl ,..., x~ ..... xk+~}, where xk+l ..... xk+~ 
are new variables. 
(2) Set G a,°) = (Z, o~, $7, p, S, H)  = (Z, ~o ,  $7, plO, S, 111° ). 
(3) Suppose we have constructed G (~,°). Now, construct a sequence 
G(i,l),..., G (i'r,) of IO-grammars with ri > /0  in the following way: 
I f  7r i is of the form (A) or (B), set ri = 0 and G (i+1,°) = G (i,°) and go to (5). 
I f  7r i :F(x  1 .... , xo(e) ~ 0 i is not of the form (A) or (B), set G (ia) = 
(Z, o~1, ~,  p l, S, Hi 1) with o~//1 = ~/o t3 {Hia}, where Hi 1 is a new function 
symbol, pi 1 [~/0 = piO and pi~(Hi 1) = p(F) -[- 1. (pi ~ 1~//0 is the restriction of 
pi 1 to o~//o). Hi1 = (flio\{Tri}) t) {Tri0 , 7ri 1} with 
and 
~0: F(xl  ,..., Xo(~)) - .  H? (x ,  .... , *o¢,~), A(ol ,..., ~o(~))) 
~ril: Hi l (xl  ,..., Xo(F) , Xo(F)+I) --~ ~lXo(F)+i~ =- Oi 1, 
if Oi = ~lA(al ,..., go(a)) ~e holds and A(% ,..., %(.0) is the leftmost applicable 
:V'-macro in Oi • 
(4) Suppose we have constructed G{i,j) with 
,~?: g?(xl , . . . ,  xo (~)  . . . .  , xo(F)+~) ~ O? 
The number of occurrences of ¢Y-macros in OiJ is ~<r --  j. I f  ~ri~ is of the form 
(A) or (B), set ri = j and G (i+1"°) = G (i,~o and go to (5). 
I f  7riJ is not of the form (A) or (B), set G (i'~+1~ = (.Y,, ~-~+1, ~/7, p~+l, S, H~ +1) 
with ~-~+1 ~ td {H~+I}, where H~ +1 is a new function symbol, 
p{+l I ~t  = pi t and p~+l(H~+l) = pj(Hf l )  -k 1 = p(F) + j + 1. Construct H~ +t 
in the following way: First remove zrit from Hi  t and then add the following two 
productions: 
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and 
,,4+1 r r J+ l /  ] J (~)J+l 
~1 Xo(F)+~+l~2 ~ , rr i : rt~ (x 1 ,..., xo(F)+~+l ) --~ 
if Oi j = ~i~A~(al~,..., a~o(Aj))~2  holds and AS(al~,... , a~(#)) is the leftmost 
applicable ~f-macro in Oi ~. 
The number of occurrences of gT-macros in O~ +1 is one less than in Oi j. 
Go to (4) with j : = j + 1. 
(5) I f i  = n, set G i = G (~+1,°). Halt. I f i  < n, go to (3) with i :=  i + 1. 
Obviously, G i is an IO-grammar in L-normal form. A similar normal form 
was derived in Duske et al. (1977) in a different manner. It remains to show that 
L(GM) ---- L(GM) holds. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let GM be an IO-grammar and S( ) *~ w a derivation according 
to GM of a word w ~L(GM). Then S( ) " 3 w holds too. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let GM ~ (~, ~,  $/~, p, S, 17) be an IO-grammar with 
~F" -~ {x 1 .... , xq}. Let 
".7: F (x  I , . . . ,  Xo(F) ) -+ ~lA( f f l  , . . . ,  rio(A)) ~2 = 0 
be a production of 1I with q > p(F), where A((71,... , %(A)) is the leftmost applicable 
~f~-macro in O. Let GM = (Z, ~ ,  $/', p, S, H)  be the IO-grammar with 
Y ~ ~'u{H},  where H is a new function symbol, and f i ] J  =p  and 
p(H) = p(F) + 1 and17 = (H/{~r}) V {Tr a, 7r 2} with 
~?: F(xl .... , xo(F)) ~ H(xl ,..., x,(F) , A(al ,.. , %(A))) 
and 
Then L(GM) -~ L(GM) holds. 
Proof. (a) L(GM) CL(GM). 
Let w EL(GM) and let 
~rj 
s ( )=¢0~° ¢1~1 ¢2""~¢J  ~¢~+~" ~...... *¢~=w (3.1) 
be a left derivation of w according to GM • I f  7r is not applied, then (3.1) is 
a left derivation of w accroding to GM too. If 7rj = ~r, then we have 
¢~ - -  ~sF(~h,..., %(F)) Y2 with ~?i e 2*  for i ~ [1: p(F)] and ¢~'+1 =
71~A(a;,..., a:(a)) ~£72, where ~;, ~ and a~ for iE  [1: p(A)] are obtained by 
substitution of xi by ~i in O. 
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A(a' 1 ..... (r'o(A)) is the leftmost applicable macro in ¢~+1. This implies the 
existence of a subsequenee ¢J+1 "J+t~ ¢~'+2 . . . .  ~-a~ ¢7~ of (3.1) with 
Ck = 71~V~)'3, ~7 ~ 27" and A((r' 1..... ~(~) )~J+~ . . . .  k -~ V. Then the following 
derivation is possible: 
771 
S( ) = ¢o %~ ¢1 "'" ~ CJ ~ 71H(v1 ,--., "%(~), A(a~ ,..., a~,(A))) ]'3 
7r2 t t 7tk "m--1 
"~+'=v- "'" %-a=¢~ 71H(.q 1 ..... r/o(F) , r/) ]'2 ==> 71~1r/~372 ~ "'" =¢" Cm : 72. 
This is a left derivation by means of productions of H U {~r 1, Ir3}. I f  7r is not 
applied, then this derivation is a left derivation of w according to GM. I f  ~r is 
applied, repeat he procedure. 
(b) L(OM) CL(GM). 
Let w eL(GM) and let 
S(  ) :  (~0 7ro==>" ¢1" ' "  ¢ J  rr/:::~ ¢J+1 "'" ¢/c 7rk=::~ Ck+l  "'" "ca-I=>. Cm = W (3.2) 
be a left derivation of w according to GM • 
I f  only productions from H\{~r} are applied, then (3.2) is a left derivation of 
w according to GM too. I f  ¢k+1 is obtained from Ck by application of ~r ~, then 
we have: 
zr 2 
q~k = 71H(r/1 .... ,7]o(F), 7/) ],,3 ::~ 71~IT1~2~/3 = ¢k+1"  
For this occurrence of H in Ck the following holds: There is exactly one j  < k, 
such that H is introduced by application of ~r~ = 7r I to Cj, i.e. 
lr 1 
~J = 71F('ql .... , "rio(F)) ]"2 :=~ 71H(~/1 , ' " ,  ~1o(/9 , -//(a] ,..., cry(A))) 73 = ~J+l"  
A(a~ ,..., a'~(A)) is the leftmost applicable macro in ¢ J+1,  and the following holds: 
q~J+l = 71H(r/1 , ' " ,  "rip(F), A (a l  , ' " ,  (r'p(A))) r2 
~.~+1=:> ... %-1=>. 71H(~1 ,..., Vp(F) , ~) 72 = Ck" 
Then the following derivation is possible: 
S(  ) = ¢o "o  ¢1""  ~ (fiJ ~*  71~lA(a1 , ' " ,  a'o(A)) ~3"72 
f t "k+l ~m-1 "J+l==~> . . .  "k--l=~. 71~717]~273 :=~ "'" ==~ Cqr~ : g/). 
This is a left derivation of w by means of productions from H u {rr}. I f  ~r 1, 7r 2 
are not applied, then this derivation is a left derivation according to GM. 
I f  rr 1, rr 2 are applied, repeat the procedure. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let GM and G' M be the [O-grammars from Algorithm 3.1. 
t 
Then L(GM) = L(GM) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let GM be an IO-grammar. Then there exists an IO-grammar 
G M in L-normal form with L(GM) -= L(GM). 
4. SZILARD LANGUAGES OF IO-GRAMMARS IN L-NORMAL FORM ARE CONTEXT-FREE 
Let GM -= (Z, ~ ,  $/', p, S, 17) be an /O-grammar in L-normal form with 
17 = {zr~ ,...,r%}. The context-free grammar GcF = (~',1-I, S, P), where 
P := { Pl .... , p~} withpi  : F --> ~riGH , if 
~ri : F(Xl .... , xo(F)) --" H(xl ,..., xo(F) , G(crl .... , %(G))) 
or 
pi : F -+ ~ri, if ~r i : F(x 1 ..... xp(f)) ~ t, t e (~ k.fl {X 1 . . . .  , Xo(F )})*  , 
is called the associated context-free grammar of G M . 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G M = (X, ~ ,  7U, p, S, 17) be an IO-grammar in L-normal 
form and GcF = (~,  17, S, P) the associated context-free grammar of G M . Let 
be a derivation of Ck according to G M with h(4k) = F 1 " "  F q, q >/0 and h >/O. 
Then there exists a left derivation 
S ~.  Od 0 Pil:::N O~ 1 Pi2:::> Ol 2 "'" Pile=:> - Og k 
according to Gc8 with a~ = TFZl . . . .  q'riT?q "'" F 1. 
Proof. The assertion is true for k = O. Let 
S( ) = 4o "il:=> 41 ~ri2::> 42 "'" ~ri!¢::~ 41~, ¢rik+l=:> ¢k+l 
be a derivation according to GM with h(4~) = F 1 ... Fq, q >~ 1. From Theorem 
3.1 it follows that: 
or 
h(4~+1) = F 1 ... Fq-IG1G2 ' if ~i~+~ is of type (A) 
h(4~+1) = F 1 ." F q-~, if zri~+l is of type (B). 
By induction hypothesis there exists a left derivation 
S = o~ 0 P¢1::~ oL 1 Pi~::ev. o~ 2 . . .  Pi~:::> °¢t~ 
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according to GcF with c9~ ~ rr i "'" rr i F q "." F 1. If ~r i is of type (A), pi~+ I 
has the form F q --~ rri~+lG2G1. Hence the following le}tlderivation 
S ~ cg 0 P i l~  O~ 1 P i2~ O~ 2 "'" P ik~ 0¢t¢ Pik+l~ OLk+ 1
according to G¢~ exists with a~+ 1 = ~ril "" 7riTyi~+ G~G1Fq-1 "'" F 1. If ~ri~+l 
is of type (B), the reasoning is similar. On the converse we have 
THEOREM 4.2. GM and GCF are defined as in Theorem 4.1. Let  
S ~ oL o P i l~  o~ 1 P i2~ °~2 ... P~k~ o~1~ 
be a der ivat ion according to GcF .  Then ak = wi 1 "'" ~'gif q '" " F1, q >/0  holds, 
and  there exists a der ivat ion 
S(  ) : ~0 lril:::~ ~1 7ri2::~ ~2 "'* "ffilz~ ¢]c 
according to G M wi th  h(¢~) = F 1 "" Fq. 
Proof.  The assertion holds for k ~ 0. Let 
S = C¢ 0 P i t~ O~ 1 P i2~ O~ 2 "'" P ik~ O~ k
be a left derivation according to GcF.  From the induction hypothesis we have 
= . "'" 7riFq *" F 1, and there exists a derivation 
according to G i with h(¢k) ~- F 1 "" F q. Ifpi~+~ is the productionFq --> rri~+ G2G 1, 
then ek+l ~-  ~i  I ' "  lriZrik+l G2G1Fq-1 "'" F1. ~rlk+ 1 is the production 
Fq(x l  ..... xo(F~)) -+ Gl(Xl  ,..., xo(t:q ) , G2(~-1 ,..., %(a2))). 
By Theorem 3.1 7r%, is applicable to ¢~, i.e., there exists the derivation 
according to G i with h(~+l) ~- F 1 "." Fq - IGtG ~. In case Pi~+~ is of the form 
F q --~ ~ri~+t he proof is similar. 
Now, it follows immediately: 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let  G M be an IO-grammar  in L -normal  fo rm and Gce  the 
associated context- f ree grammar .  Then L (  Gc~ ) = SZ(  GM) holds. 
By Corollary 3.4 each IO-language isgenerated by an IO-grammar in L-normal 
form, hence 
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COROLLARY 4.2. For each [O-language L there exists an [O-grammar GM 
with L = L(GM), suck that Sz(Gu) is context-free. 
It is well known that there exists a context-free language, such that every 
context-free grammar generating this language has a non-context-free Szilard 
language. Since every context-free language is an IO-language, we can state 
however: 
COROLLARY 4.3. For every context-free language L there exists an IO-grammar 
GM with L : L(GM), such that SZ(GM) is context-free. 
Thus an IO-macro-derivation mechanism for context-free languages yields 
the existence of simpler Szilard languages. 
Remark. In Duske et al. (1977) a context free grammar GCF was assigned 
to an arbitrary IO-grammar GM in such a manner that for each production from 
G M there is exactly one production in Gcn , and the left derivations according 
to GM are in a 1--1-correspondence to the left derivations according to Gce. 
This implies SZL(GM) = SZL(GcF ). 
Hence SZL(GM) is context-free for an arbitrary IO-grammar G M . 
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